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Shear-wave splitting monitors changes of stress before 2014
Bárðarbunga seismic crisis and dyke intrusion
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of SWS in
the vertical stress-aligned microcracks
throughout almost all in situ rocks.

At the previous Húsavík Workshop on Earthquakes in North
Iceland, (WENI1) in 2013 I showed how seismic shearwave splitting (SWS) (Fig. 1) monitors the deformation of
the distributions of stress-aligned fluid-saturated
microcracks in all crustal rocks, where the microcracks are
so closely-spaced they are critical-systems that verge on
failure by fracturing (Crampin & Gao, 2014 - referred to
as Paper 1). Wave propagation in such critical-systems
imposes
eight
fundamentally-new
properties
on
conventional sub-critical geophysics including: selfsimilarity; monitorability; uniformity; calculability;
predictability; controllability; universality; and sensitivity
(Crampin & Peacock, 2008; Crampin &
Gao, 2013; Paper 1). These properties
open new applications for the New
Geophysics of the critically cracked rock.
Here we use SWS above swarms of
small earthquakes to monitor variations.
_________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 2a. Seismicity map (M ≥ 0) of Iceland, January
2012 to August 2015. Main volcanic systems in pink
with rift extension (red arrows) of 10 mm/year and
sense of movement (yellow arrows) modified. Large
star marks the Bárðarbunga volcano complex and
seismic crisis and dyke intrusion, and small star (lower
left) a retrospectively stress-forecast earthquake.
Triangles are seismic stations BJA, SAU, KRI, and BRE
above persistent swarms of small earthquakes
associated with transform faults of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge where they run onshore in SW and north-central
(NC) Iceland, respectively. Roundels are equal-area
rose-diagrams of SWS polarizations superimposed on
equal-area polarizations out to 45º of individual
straight-line shear-wave arrivals with length
proportional to time-delay (after Hong et al., 2016).
Figure 2b. Distribution of earthquake magnitudes, M ≥
0, for earthquakes in Fig. 1a. The start of the seismic
crisis is marked in yellow, and the dyke eruption and
the duration of the seismic crisis in blue.
_________________________________________________________________________________

in stress at the 2014 seismic crisis. Behaviour of SWS is compared with the behaviour before
large earthquakes and before three previous volcanic episodes where SWS has been monitored.
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The map in Fig. 2a shows M ≥ 0 seismicity in Iceland from January 2012 to August 2015.
The large star marks the Bárðarbunga volcano complex, and the small star (bottom left) a
retrospectively stress-forecast M 5.2 earthquake, which could have been stress-forecast had
SWS been monitored online. Fig. 2b shows the earthquake magnitude distribution with time
for earthquakes in the seismicity map, with the Bárðarbunga seismic crisis in yellow starting
16th August 2014 and the dyke eruption in blue from 31st August and to February 2015.
              a)        BJA,    NTD=0.012x(DUR±2.3)+(7.04±0.01),  C=0.12        b)  SAU,  NTD=0.025x(DUR  ±4.5)+(1.12±0.01),  C=0.58              

  

              c)        KRI,    NTD=0.051x(DUR±5.6)+(7.31±0.05),  C=0.66        d)  BRE,  NTD=0.025x(DUR±3.2)+(3.41±0.02),  C=0.51              

Date in three-monthly intervals from January 2012
Date in three-monthly intervals from January 2012
Figure 3. Variation of normalized SWS time-delays (ms/km) with time at stations (a) BJA, (b) SAU, (c) KRI, and (d) BRE for
January 2012 to August 2015 in Band-1 directions (sensitive to variations of stress) and Band-2 directions (sensitive to crack
density) of the shear-wave window. The start of the Bárðarbunga seismic crisis is marked in yellow and the intrusion and
duration of the seismic crisis in blue. Least-squares lines in Band-1 directions mark stress-accumulation ending with the start
of the seismic crisis for BJA, SAU, and BRE, and with a M 5.2 earthquake for KRI. The parameters of the least-squares lines
are above each diagram, where: NTD is normalized time-delay; DUR is duration in days from the start of each least-squares
line; and C is correlation coefficient. The ±80% scatter of SWS time-delays is discussed below. The dotted line is a ninepoint moving average. At all stations, the start of stress-accumulation is partially hidden by scattered time-delays. All data
points have error bars increased x 10 to improve visibility. (After Hong et al., 2016.)

The rose diagrams in the roundels are SWS polarizations at monitored stations BJA, SAU,
KRI, and BRE. The polarizations at BJA, SAU, and BRE are similar to those observed
previously 1996-2000 (Crampin et al., 2002), where at BJA and SAU, polarizations are NESW in the direction of regional tectonic stress throughout Iceland, whereas BRE is
approximately orthogonal. This is because BRE is immediately above the fault-plane of the
Húsavík-Flatey transform fault of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which is a major fault bisecting the
crust. All seismically-active faults are enveloped by critically-high-pressure pore fluids which
relieve stress perpendicular to the faults and allow faults to slip. Such critically-high porepressures cause 90º-flips in shear-wave polarizations (Angerer et al., 2002) for shear waves
propagating within the envelope close to the fault so that shear-wave polarizations are parallel
to the strike of the fault (Crampin et al., 2002). Usually shear-waves only have a short
segment of their ray paths in the high-pressure zone around faults so that the (un-flipped)
regional stress polarizations are observed at the surface. However, the Húsavík-Flatey fault is
a major fault bisecting the crust and shear-waves propagating to BRE have exceptionally long
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ray-paths in the high-pressure envelope surrounding the fault so that the 90º-flipped
polarizations are observed at the surface. Note that the orthogonality of the flipped
polarizations also contributes to the large scatter (styled ‘±80%’) in SWS time-delays
(Crampin & Peacock, 2008). The scatter is caused by 90º-flips (Angerer et al., 2002) in the
polarizations of shear-waves penetrating the critically-high-pressured pore-fluids surrounding
all seismically-active faults (Crampin & Gao, 2013).

  
Figure 4. Comparison of SWS time-delay variations at stations
during the four volcanic episodes where SWS time-delays have been
monitored: a), b), c) Gjalp (Vatnajökull), SW Iceland (Volti &
Crampin, 2003); d), e) Mt Etna, Sicily (Bianco et al., 2006); f)
Eyjafjajokull, SW Iceland (Liu et al., 2014); g)-j) This paper. (After
Crampin et al., 2015, up-dated.)

There are three roundels at KRI. Overall, the polarizations at KRI are similar to those in
1996-2000, NE-SW (Crampin et al., 2008) but, from 13th October 2013 to December 2014
polarizations at KRI abruptly change orientation to NNW-SSE. The time of this change
coincides with a M 5.2 earthquake 31 km WSW of KRI. The abrupt change in SWS
polarization directions is not understood. Such temporal variations in polarizations have not
previously been identified in studies of SWS above earthquakes in Iceland and elsewhere
(Crampin and Peacock, 2008; Crampin and Gao, 2013). However, temporal changes and 90ºflips are frequently associated with SWS in volcanic episodes.
Stress-aligned SWS is widely observed in the shear-wave window at the surface above
small earthquakes (Crampin, 1994; Crampin & Peacock, 2008) and in record sections in
seismic exploration worldwide. Anisotropic/geometrical constraints on observations of SWS
indicate that most rocks throughout the Earth’s crust are pervaded by stress-aligned fluidsaturated microcracks, where the degree of observed SWS indicates that the microcracks are so
closely-spaced they verge on failure at fracture-criticality leading to fracturing and earthquakes
(Crampin and Gao, 2013). Phenomena verging on failure are part of a New Physics of criticalsystems that impose a range of fundamentally-new properties (Table 1 in Paper 1) on
conventional sub-critical physics and geophysics, leading to a New Geophysics, reviewed by
Crampin and Gao (2013). References in Crampin and Gao (2013) show that these new
properties have been observed many times over thousands-to-millions of source-to-receiver ray
paths in earthquake and exploration seismology.
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Changes in SWS time-delays in the shear-wave window monitor stress-induced changes to
microcrack geometry (Crampin, 1999). In particular, increases in SWS time-delays in Band-1
directions monitor stress-accumulation before large earthquakes (Gao et al., 1998; Crampin,
1999; Crampin and Peacock, 2008). We successfully stress-forecast the time, magnitude, and
fault-break of a M 5 earthquake in SW Iceland three days before it occurred (Crampin et al.,
1999, 2008; Paper 1). Crampin et al. (2015) report similar characteristic changes in SWS
observed retrospectively before 16 other earthquakes worldwide. Fig. 3c identifies a further
retrospectively stress-forecast (M 5.2) earthquake in SW Iceland. Note we use the term stressforecast earthquakes, rather than forecast earthquakes or predict earthquakes, to emphasize the
different methodology.
Fig. 3 shows the stress-accumulation increase of normalized SWS time-delays at BJA,
SAU, and BRE before the start of the Bárðarbunga volcanic episode seismic crisis. At KRI,
there is preliminary stress-accumulation increase before a M 5.2 earthquake where the
earthquake could have been stress-forecast if SWS had been monitored online. These stressaccumulation increases are directly similar to the variations seen before earthquakes.
There are numerous other reports of changes in SWS associated with volcanic episodes.
Fig. 4 compares stress-accumulation before Bárðarbunga with the three examples where
changes in time-delays are reported before volcanic episodes in the restricted source-torecorder ray-path geometry. Without the ray-path geometry, observations of changes in SWS
are merely phenomenological and cannot be interpreted deterministically. The behaviour of
SWS before volcanic episodes can be directly similar to that before earthquakes, compare Fig.
4c, an earthquake, with Fig. 4f, an eruption, and the generality of New Geophysics is
confirmed. However, volcanic episodes have a wide range of behaviour as is shown in Fig. 4,
where the different durations can be interpreted in terms of plausible stress scenarios.
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